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Introduction

After the exhaustive distribution of the land territory, the human beings make their steps toward the ocean in order

to exploit and utilize the ocean resources. Islands’ delimitation potency has a significant influence on determining

the sea boundary between the countries involved. according to the widespread national practices and international

judicial legal precedents，islands could obtain either entire，partial,or no potency for the adjoining countries as

well as countries facing each other across the seacoast. The degree of potency to which islands can obtain is

influenced by many factors .In other words，it depends on the position and the nature of the islands�

�

The sea-bed and subsoil of many continental shelves or exclusive economic zones of potential possession of resources

become the overlapping areas of the states with adjacent or opposite coasts. These situations induce many problems

of the maritime delimitation and the exploitation of resources, and attract international concerns as well as

theoretical research. In fact, every state moves toward the ocean；more and more countries are interested in the

exploitation of the overlapping areas and the number of Joint Development across boundaries is also increasing

rapidly. We will examine the relevant legal problems of the Joint Development system and introduces some state

practices with view to offering theoretical support and some guidelines in pragmatic implications.�

�

We will consult the foreign and national Sea Law scholars’ research results, concerning the geology, geography

and delimitation of continental shelf to East China Sea; and take also  reference from the international concerned

practices as well as judicial cases. We expect  to propose some constructive opinions from several angles of

international politics, economies and exploitation of natural resource etc., and hope to offer some beneficial

consultation for the future resolution of this complicated issue.�

Outline

The introduction to the International Law of the Sea.�

The influence of  Islands toward the distribution of marine resources.�

The Joint Development : theory and practice.�

The distribution of  marine resources regard to the East China Sea.�

The transformation of the jurist system of the High Sea Fishery.�
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